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Regulated RNA processing enables the synthesis of a
diverse proteome from a compact set of coding genes
during development, differentiation, and other cellular
processes. Dysregulated RNA processing plays correspondingly critical roles in both inherited human diseases
and cancer (Dvinge et al. 2016; Scotti and Swanson 2016).
Myotonic dystrophy type I (DM1), an archetype of
RNA-mediated disease, is caused by the presence of an expanded CTG trinucleotide repeat within the DMPK gene.
The corresponding CUG repeats within the 3′ untranslated region of DMPK mRNA fold into a stem–loop structure
that binds and sequesters Muscleblind-like (MBNL) proteins, preventing them from carrying out their normal
roles in RNA processing (Miller et al. 2000). Functional inactivation of MBNL proteins causes defects in RNA splicing and localization that drive DM1 (Kanadia et al. 2003;
Wang et al. 2012).
Inheritance of very long CTG repeat structures causes a
severe form of DM1 called congenital myotonic dystrophy
(CDM). Unlike individuals affected by adult-onset DM1,
who do not have symptoms at birth, CDM-affected neonates exhibit hypotonia (low muscle tone) and respiratory
problems. The differing clinical presentations of CDM
and adult-onset DM1 presumably arise from the inheritance of a long repeat array in CDM versus postnatal
somatic expansion of the repeat in adult-onset disease

(Wong et al. 1995). However, the precise molecular mechanisms underlying the severity and early onset of CDM
are unknown.
MBNL1 sequestration results in fetal isoform expression in adult muscle, a reversion to developmentally inappropriate splicing that cannot support adult muscle
function (Lin et al. 2006). This pathomechanism accounts
for most splicing changes observed in models of adult-onset DM1 (Du et al. 2010). However, it is unknown whether
similar mechanisms occur in CDM. Thomas et al. (2017)
addressed this question by showing that disrupted RNA
processing also underlies CDM pathology, with key differences from adult-onset DM1 that may explain the severity
and the early onset of CDM.
Thomas et al. (2017) first quantified splicing dysregulation in CDM by comparing the skeletal muscle transcriptomes of CDM-affected infants with disease control
(spinal muscular atrophy type I) and healthy control transcriptomes. They identified hundreds of potentially disease-relevant isoforms that were differentially spliced in
CDM muscle relative to controls as well as dysregulated
alternative polyadenylation. CDM muscle transcriptomes recapitulated missplicing patterns that were identified recently as biomarkers in a large cohort of adult-onset
DM1 (Wagner et al. 2016). Notably, CDM was associated
with more extreme missplicing of these shared biomarkers. For example, quantitative comparison of the inferred
MBNL concentration with missplicing of MEF2D, encoding a transcriptional activator that is important for muscle
development, showed that the inferred functional MBNL
concentration inversely correlated with MEF2D missplicing across control, adult-onset DM1, and CDM muscle
samples. CDM tissue had the lowest inferred functional
MBNL concentration and more extreme differential splicing relative to adult-onset DM1 samples. These results indicate that CDM is a spliceopathy like adult-onset DM1,
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Thomas and colleagues (pp. 1122–1133) demonstrate
severe dysregulation of developmentally regulated alternative splicing and polyadenylation in congenital myotonic dystrophy (CDM). In doing so, they also highlight
the importance of these post-transcriptional processes
during normal fetal muscle development. Finally, they
generate and characterize a mouse model of CDM that
lacks all three Muscleblind-like proteins.
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albeit with more severe splicing dysregulation that is presumably due to the presence of long CTG repeats in the
prenatal genome.
Having established the severity of RNA misprocessing
in postnatal CDM muscle, Thomas et al. (2017) next
tackled the timing of misregulation. In adult-onset
DM1, pathogenic RNA misprocessing occurs postnatally.
In contrast, CDM exhibits early, with in utero onset of disease. Thomas et al. (2017) therefore tested whether RNA
misprocessing similarly occurred in utero in CDM-affected individuals. The investigators first assessed whether
splicing transitions are widespread during skeletal muscle
development in utero. They combined RNA sequencing
data sets from in vitro muscle differentiation and fetal
muscle tissues to identify splicing events that exhibited
monotonic changes in exon inclusion during myogenesis.
Many of these events exhibited developmental reversion
in CDM. For example, CDM muscle exhibited preferential exclusion of BIN1 exon 11, resembling immature
myoblasts. BIN1 is a critical regulator of membrane tubulation during muscle differentiation, and reducing BIN1
exon 11 inclusion is sufficient to cause myopathy in
vivo (Fugier et al. 2011). The investigators’ transcriptome
analyses also revealed that DMPK mRNA was expressed
more highly in muscle precursor cells and fetal muscle
than in mature muscle, which could cause increased expression of toxic CUGexp RNA in utero in CDM-affected
individuals. These analyses suggested that CDM is characterized by dysregulated prenatal splicing and reversion
of developmental splicing transitions that are important
for muscle development.
Thomas et al. (2017) next sought to establish murine
models of CDM. First, they showed that conditional
knockout of Mbnl1 and Mbnl2 recapitulated much of
the spliceopathy and several phenotypes of CDM but resulted in more modest differential gene expression than
they observed in CDM. The investigators then hypothesized that loss of all three Mbnl genes might model
CDM more accurately and so generated a conditional triple knockout. Double-knockout and triple-knockout animals exhibited relatively similar spliceopathy. However,
triple-knockout animals also exhibited modest missplicing of hundreds of additional events as well as dramatic increases in differential gene expression relevant to the
clinical presentation of CDM, including impaired muscle
development, respiratory distress, and perinatal lethality.
Therefore, the new triple-knockout model is a valuable
tool for further study of CDM pathogenesis.
The impact of this study extends beyond providing new
data sets and animal models for studying CDM. It offers
insight into the role of RNA processing during fetal development and highlights the importance of the relative levels of RNA molecules and their cognate RNA-binding
proteins (RBPs) during critical developmental time points.
For example, Thomas et al. (2017) showed that MBNL3
frequently acts antagonistically to MBNL1 and MBNL2
to promote adult pattern isoforms. How does the loss of
all three factors, which act both antagonistically and concordantly, give rise to the quantitative splicing changes
observed in this study’s mouse models? More generally,
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how does functional inactivation of specific factors by
toxic RNA species result in broad disruption of RNA processing homeostasis and genome-wide spliceopathy?
Thomas et al. (2017) demonstrated that answering this
question requires a quantitative understanding of RNA–
RBP interactions during the development of both healthy
and diseased tissues.
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